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ABSTRACT
The impact of high acceleration acting on payloads during injection into space is one of the
tasks to solve for developers of space electromagnetic launcher. But the more the length of the
gun, the less is acceleration at the same exit velocity. As the cost of electromagnetic launch
system depends on length (particularly, it needs to be vacuum treated), restriction on
accelerations for injected objects is even more critical for manned launches. It is necessary to
build an electromagnetic launch tube with a length of up to 1,000 km if the limit on acceleration
is 6 g, which people can easily sustain.
The concept of liquid breathing to overcome high accelerations by a human being is
presented in this paper as a part of the manned electromagnetic launch (MEML) system. It has
been proposed to place a body into liquid and to fill in airways and lungs with liquid as well,
which makes it possible to overcome high accelerations better than breathing with air while
using present anti-G chair.
Here the main restrictions of MEML development connected with liquid breathing and
MEML concept are represented. It is shown that liquid breathing and some solutions in
aerodynamics (laser inlet) impact the performance and cost of the MEML system.
INTRODUCTION
The limit of acceleration for unmanned or manned space vehicles using railgun system [1,2]
defines the length of the tube and considerably impact the cost. That is why acceleration of up to
10,000 G and even more is regarded for the launch of technical payloads into space [3]. HARP
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experience [4] can be used to develop technical systems capable to overcome these shocks. As
high acceleration is a peculiarity of the railgun, manned electromagnetic launch was not
considered accurately. The system, which let a man overcome high Gs, may extend the market
for electromagnetic space launchers. But at this moment railgun can shoot only several
kilograms and people are not able to survive high Gs.
Existing manned space transportation systems like Shuttle and Soyuz perform nominally with
not more than 6-8 Gs and the trend in this respect is that accelerations should be even below as in
the Russian Clipper space vehicle [4]. Accelerations are determined by Space tourists
requirements. But professional systems should be as much efficient as possible in view of
performance and cost, that can be achieved, for example, by electromagnetic systems with high
accelerations if the new anti-G system were developed. This new space transportation system
will become advanced manned electromagnetic launch.
Research and development works should be done to build a new anti-G system in order to
improve the limit of accelerations.
Tsiolkovsky, the father of astronautics, considered that it was necessary to use immersion in
liquid so that to increase the limit of possible accelerations.
As of today, Autoflug Libelle GmbH, German company, is developing a pilot suit to easily
overcome 3-9 Gs during the flight of Eurofighter. This suit is based on the immersion-formed
layer structures, which decrease the impact of acceleration [6].
But when a man is exposed to the water a body could be destroyed due to compressibility of the
gas in lungs at very high Gs. The ideal solution is immersion and liquid breathing. That means
that around a body there is liquid and inside the body there is liquid as well. This effect is shown
in Brian de Palma “Mission to Mars” fantasy movie (Fig.1).

Figure 1 Space-suited astronaut is breathing with liquid. Frame of the Movie “Mission to
Mars”
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LIQUID BREATHING AND ACCELERATIONS
The following experiments on immersion were represented in manuals of 50-60s for aviation
medicine [7]. A man immersed in water and breathing with gas sustained 26-31 Gs. If there is no
compressible gas phase in a body it is easier to overcome accelerations. In 1958 Margaria R.
conducted experiments on protection against accelerations forces in pregnant rats by immersion
in water [8]. These rats were placed into the steel cylinder filled with water and thrown against
the wall at 10,000 G. While mother rat floating in the water died instantly, fetuses as they were
in sacs survived.
Liquid phase instead of gas inside and outside of the mammals decrease the difference of
densities in the body and decrease its compressibility. Even at shocks pseudo-homogeneous body
with liquid breathing decreases relative displacement of tissues. As the weight of living creatures
for liquid breathing is a critical issue, application of this method against acceleration (immersion
with liquid breathing) was difficult in 70s.
We studied the combination of total liquid breathing and immersion first in 1980s after carrying
out tests on big dogs (8-24 kg) during simulation of the deep diving [9].
Filippenko A. conducted experiments to prove that a dog could carelessly breath with oxidized
perfluorocarbon in the normal pressure and the pressure of 700 m depth [10]. Lungs, airways and
inner ear were filled with perfluorocarbon. In the Fig.2,3 one can see liquid ventilation device
used to help breath with

the

liquid

perfrourocarbon oxidized of up to 40%.
Figure 2. On the left – perflourocarbon of NPO GIPKH in ampoules. On the right – a dog
with liquid ventilation (some our video frames like frames “Mission to Mars”)
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Figure 3 Experimental sample of the liquid ventilation device for escaper at depth levels of
300-700m.
The model for experiments with dogs includes:
Ø Oxygenator, С02 absorber and pump - in one body.
Ø Compressed oxygen cylinder and gas reducer.
Ø Elements of pressure management and reserve bag
Ø Box with the valves for inspiration / expiration.
Ø Intubation tube for the experiments on dogs.

The effect of breathing with a liquid (perfluorocarbon) oxidized of up to 40% can help build
super anti-G system.
It is expected that experiments for accelerations on centrifuges with big animals of more than 60
kg (like a human) could facilitate the concept of liquid breathing as an anti-G tool.
In taking into consideration the progress in electromagnetic launch systems it is necessary to
define preliminary accelerations and durations for experiments. For this it is essential to analyze
the concept for MEML with immersion and liquid breathing in view of acceleration’s limit.
CONCEPT OF THE MANNED ELECTROMAGNETIC LAUNCH
Space Vehicle will be accelerated in the evacuated tube of up to 5 km/sec. After the exit from the
tube the vehicle will perform ballistic flight in the atmosphere. At the apogee point of 200 km
the upper stage will boost the space vehicle to the required orbital position (e.i. space station
orbit). In order to decrease the impact of the aerodynamic drag it is feasible to set up a launch
from the hill of 3 km, that restrict the length of the tube. For this concept the length of the tube is
7 km. Thus, accelerations is to be 182 G. As authors plan to increase the limit for acceleration of
up to 500 g with application of liquid breathing system the length could become even less. The
30-ton launcher (manned space vehicle and upper stage) will transport 3 men to the orbit (Fig.4):
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Figure 4 Manned Electromagnetic Launch Scheme
Calculations were made according to differential equations systems of launcher movement as a
point.
The launcher moves in the tube according to the following:
!
! !
∂V !
(1)
m⋅
= FL + m ⋅ g + Ffr
∂t
m - launcher weight;
!
V - velocity;
!
FL - Lorence force (is considered to be constant);
!
g - gravitational acceleration;
!
F fr - friction force.
Drag and gravitation act on body at the ballistic flight in the atmosphere:
!
! !
∂V
(2),
m⋅
= m ⋅ g + Faerod
∂t
m - launcher mass;
!
V - velocity;
!
Faerod - aerodynamic force ;
!
g - gravitation acceleration.
Aerodynamic drag for these calculations was taken as 0,2 on the basis of analysis of the
traditional launchers drag coefficients.
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Based on the above written approach main parameters of the system are (Table 1):
Table 1 Manned Electromagnetic Launch System parameters
Launch mass
Space vehicle mass
Diameter of the midsection
Length of the tube
Accelerations
Aerodynamic drag
Launch altitude
Launch angle
Specific Impulse of the Upper Stage
Time of the Acceleration
Time of the flight

tons
tons
m
km
G
Cx
m
degree
sec
sec
sec

30
6
2
7
182
0.2
3,000
25
300
2,8
180

One should note that not only liquid breathing impact the performance but manned mission itself
impacts design structures too. Diameter of the space vehicle from the author’s point of view is a
critical issue for manned electromagnetic launch systems as it may increase the aerodynamic
drag. Diameter of 2 m can be enough for the first flights as was done in the USSR and the USA
early manned space missions. Later versions are to have diameter of 3 m and more (Soyuz is an
analogue)
IMPACT OF THE LIQUID BREATHING AND MANNED MISSION OPERATION TO
THE ELECTROMAGNETIC LAUNCH SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND COST
Acceleration of the electromagnetic system defines the length of the MEML. Fig 5 shows the
dependence of the length from the limit on acceleration for different exit velocities.
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Figure 5 Length of the Tube vs limit on acceleration
Length of the tube for electromagnetic launch system impacts non-recurring cost. Malcovich M.
proposed to develop manned electromagnetic launch system with the length of 1000 km [11],
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which could be considerably decreased (7 km and less) by the application of new anti-G system
based on immersion and liquid breathing.
Diameter is another subject that is important for electromagnetic space transportation systems.
Unmanned space mission with electromagnetic launch doesn’t have definite restrictions on the
diameter of the vehicle. And it is clear that to decrease the deceleration in the atmosphere is
necessary to decrease the diameter of the vehicle. If we launch people into space, the bigger
diameter of the vehicle is needed (not less than 2 m, conventionally 3 m). It is driven mostly by
the factor of safety and operating convenience (a man should be in the definite position). As
aerodynamic drag is proportional to the square diameter it becomes a critical issue for MEML.
In the Fig. 6 comparison of two vehicle performances at the same masses (30 t), exit velocities (5
km/sec), launch angles (25º) but different vehicle diameters are presented.
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(m/sec)
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Exit from
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Acceleration
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TIME (sec)
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Figure 6 Velocity vs Time of flight for Space vehicle of 3 m and 2 m diameter.
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Velocity at the apogee position of the 3 m diameter object (2920 km/sec) is less than velocity for
an object of 2 m diameter (3730 km/sec). It is important as this velocity defines an amount of
fuel to put a space vehicle into a necessary orbital position with the upper stage. The higher
velocity at apogee gives higher performance of the MEML and, thus, diameter impacts the
performance.
Diameter is critical also in view of aerodynamic shock occurring after the exit from the tube: 2m diameter object has deceleration of -27 Gs vs -61 Gs for the 3 m object.
It is difficult to change the diameter of the manned space vehicle and drag coefficient decrease is
the only way to improve the performance at this phase of flight.
This can be done by several methods including optimization of vehicle’s shape or inlet of gas,
magnetic field, body or laser in front of the vehicle’s nose cone. The principle of the inlet is that
to decrease the gas density in front of the vehicle so that to decrease the drag. “Channel on earth
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and channel in the air” can be used to decrease the deceleration after the launcher exit from the
tube. Laser inlet is shown on the on the Fig 7.
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Figure 7 Vehicle moves in the plasma channel. Laser is aboard a space vehicle.
1 – tube; 2 – space vehicle; 3 – strong shock wave; 4 – weak nose shock wave;
5 – plasma channel (Т=10000 – 20000 К); 6 – light detonation shock wave; 7 – laser beam
On the basis of assessment made by scientists from Military Engineer Space Academy named
after Mojaisky aerodynamic drag could be decreased 2 times [12].
So that to assess the impact of the aerodynamic optimization on the launch cost, the authors
proposed a simple scheme for calculation. Launch cost is roughly assessed here as:
С = СspEML⋅MLV+E⋅ СspPower.

(3)

СspEML- launch cost for 1 kg of the launch vehicle (approximately is equal to 100 $/kg);
MLV – launcher mass [kg];
E – electrical power of a single launch [J];
СspPower. - specific power cost [$/J].
Indeed, making the statement that overhead expenses for the launch operation, insurance, design
and manufacture per 1 kg of the launcher are equal for electromagnetic launch and existing
launchers (Russian analogs, like Soyuz, Proton, Rockot) this model could be used for
preliminary launch cost assessment taking into consideration difference in the power
consumption.
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One should note that exit velocity impacts power consumption and the less the exit velocity is,
the less energy is needed and launch cost becomes lower. In comparison with existing launchers
capabilities railgun is more efficient in view of payload fraction, cost and launch frequency. In
decreasing the drag developer can improve the payload fraction due to decrease of the launcher

PAYLOAD FRACTION (%)

mass (Fig 8).
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Figure 8 Launch Costs vs Payload Fraction
The launch cost of these MEML systems assessed in this paper is 600 $/kg.
CONCLUSION
The medicine and engineers from Russian space industry (Soyuz, RSC Energia, Institute for Biomedical Problems, etc.) have discussed these concepts. Main developments of the systems were
presented 26 January 2006 in Moscow State Technical University named after Bauman at the
Round
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The conclusion is that at present time there are not any other methods to increase the limit for
accelerations on human from the point of physics and physiology view. The program for testing
on

accelerations

30-1000

G

is

a

necessity

for

big

laboratory

animals.

MEML is prospective as launches frequency, potential cargo traffic can expand considerably in
comparison with present launchers market due to the cost decrease. First of all, electromagnetic
launch will take place for unmanned space transportation, for example, relatively low cost
injection of fuel into earth orbit in order to support interplanetary missions. Preliminary research
in the field of manned electromagnetic launch will provide approaches to unification of system
structures and will provide new generation anti-G system and escape capsule.
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